Open-ended Intergovernmental Working Group on Prevention

„Challenges to and good practices in anti-corruption awareness-raising, education, training and research“
ANTI-CORRUPTION TRAINING FOR STUDENTS

- **Target group:** students of academic secondary schools (14 - 19 y)
- **Acquisition of skills:** expertise in corruption and values, social skills etc.
- **AC event:** several stations, mixing classes and grades, method mix
- Additional information and workshops for teachers
- **Follow-up** and reflection sessions
EPAC/EACN

• European Partners against Corruption (EPAC) and European contact-point network against corruption (EACN)

• independent forums for practitioners, united in the common goal of preventing and combating corruption

• anti-corruption authorities and police oversight bodies from Council of Europe Member Countries

• Task force on transfer of knowledge
„fit4compliance – Find Your Values“

• interaction with values (solidarity, courage, helpfulness, respect, honesty etc.)
• Live and stick to „your own values“
• working with ethical dilemma situations
BAK APP

- Playful approach
- Confrontation with approx. 140 dilemma situations
NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF INTEGRITY OFFICERS

✓ Austrian approach to promote integrity in the public sector
✓ contact persons for employees and senior management regarding questions about prevention of corruption and promotion of integrity
✓ 120+ Integrity Officers (IOs), 60 administrative units
✓ co-financed by the EU’s Internal Security Fund (ISF)
Thank you very much for your attention!

Ernst Schmid
E-mail: ernst.schmid@bak.gv.at
www.bak.gv.at